Press release 2019-10-07

Unibap receives AI space computer order for NASA’s HyTI satellite mission

Unibap AB (publ) has received the order for the space onboard computer and services to NASA’s Hyperspectral Thermal Imaging (HyTI) satellite mission. This order follows according to press release July 20, 2018 where Unibap was announced as the computer provider for the mission. The order is valued at $312,500 USD and will be delivered during autumn 2019 and the first half of 2020. The order comes after evaluation and testing during 2018 and 2019.

The delivery is done to the system integrator University of Hawaii at Manoa/Hawaii Spaceflight Laboratory (HSFL) through Unibap’s former distributor Troxel Aerospace Inc. HSFL is the satellite integrator for NASA. Any additional support services for the HyTI mission will also be carried out through Troxel Aerospace. New business in the US will be handled by Moog Inc. under license agreement as presented in press release January 29, 2019.

- This delivery is extremely interesting as the entire satellite mission tests out new technologies and truly explores the capability of intelligent data analysis onboard satellites, which promises to change the business logic and enable new services. Our product will be exposed to rigorous quality assurance throughout the delivery and expand our target markets into commercial space based AI. In short, AI in space is now happening for real, says Dr. Fredrik Bruhn, CEO.

Today, the data sets generated by space sensors are very large and cannot be cost efficiently downloaded to the ground. This drives the need of data storage and analytics onboard satellites in order to produce timely information for customers driven by real-time information.

Read more about Unibap’s Deep Delphi iX5 intelligent onboard data processing solution at https://unibap.com/product/deep-delphi-ix5/
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This information is by Unibap required to disclose under the EU Market Abuse Regulation. The information was submitted for publication October 7, 2019 at 08:00 CET.

About Unibap

The company is a modern IT company at the forefront of integration of AI solutions and robotics. Unibap digitizes industry’s production and manufacturing by giving blind robots vision in combination with human abilities for quality and automation. The background to Unibap is experience from many years of space exploration, of manufacturing rugged industrial computer solutions and robotics solutions. The company is listed at Nasdaq First North Growth Market.

For more information, please visit the Company’s website unibap.com. Mangold Fondkommission AB, ca@mangold.se phone. +46 8 5030 1550, is the Company’s Certified Adviser.